Status Ent-teach:
Training materials are coming to life

At the third Ent-teach project meeting held in Dublin, Ireland the Ent-teach training materials are coming to life thanks to a lot of hard work and huge efforts of all project partners.

The second project meeting was all about the actual unit content of the training materials that was developed by innovate. After presenting and extensively discussing the Unit content, all partners agreed that Ent-teach leaning material should enable the teacher to really involve the student.

“The Ent-teach materials should be easy to digest, student friendly, support reflective learning, support problem based learning and engage the student (FUN!’

After this second project meeting, all partners went home with the assignment to think about fun learning activities, interesting case studies, practical ‘how-to’ documents and inspirational video’s on the subject of entrepreneurship. And they did! The meeting in Dublin turned out to be an inspiring meeting full of exiting and fun learning activities, case studies and support videos.

The next phase of the project will be putting all materials online and translate them into the partner languages Dutch, Greek, Polish and Spanish. So make sure to keep an eye on our website www.ent-teach.eu as the materials will all be put online during the summer.

Want to take a peek at the materials, subscribe to our newsletter or get involved in the pilot test phase of the project? Send an e-mail to e.vanderwerff@bdfriesland.nl and be kept up-to-date on Ent-teach.